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So The US Is Invading Iraq Again

Iran keeps openly blaming
itself, yet there is a Ukraine Air
cover-up?
Many people have been quite shocked
by Iran’s response to the tragic,
mistaken downing of a Ukraine
International Airlines flight. Pg 5-8

So the US has decided to become an invading, occupying force in Iraq
again.
It won’t be as exciting as last time. There will be no “shock and awe”
invasion tactics this time. The invaders won’t even have to enter the
country, because they’re already there. It will be a very boring,
underwhelming sequel that leaves everyone feeling generally
pessimistic about life and human existence. Like This Is 40. Pg 1-2

“Iran Must Begin Acting Like
A Normal Nation,” Says Totally
Normal Nation

Iran Jet Disaster Setup - Who Is the Mysterious
Videographer?
The government which runs a globespanning empire led by a reality TV
host keeps talking about the lack of
normality in the nation of Iran. Pg 8-9

Additional Articles
The 19-second video published by the New York Times last week
showing the moment an Iranian missile hit a passenger jet has
prompted much social media skepticism.
Questions arise about the improbable timing and circumstances of
recording the precise moment when the plane was hit. Pg 2-3

ISIS and Israel praise Trump’s assassination of
Iranian top general Soleimani
Ten days have passed since US President Donald J. Trump ordered the
assassination of Iran Revolutionary Guard Corps Quds Force (IRCG)
Lieutenant General Qassem Soleimani, and Iraqi militia commander
Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis. Soleimani had just arrived at Baghdad
International airport from Damascus at the invitation of Iraqi Prime
Minister Adil Abdul-Mahdi for a declared diplomatic peace mission to
lessen tensions between Iran and Saudi Arabia. Pg 3-5

The West Is Run by Barbarians:
Pg 10-13

During Yemen’s Annual Martyr
Week, Anti-American Sentiment
Prevails: Pg 13-16
Who Targeted Ukraine Airlines
Flight 752? Iran Shot It Down
But There May Be More to the
Story: Pg 16-18
US Deterrence: Code Language
for Endless Wars on Humanity:
Pg 18-19
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Department to discuss
increasing NATO’s role in Iraq,
in line with the President’s
desire for burden sharing in all
Source:
of our collective defense efforts.
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2020/01/1
There does, however, need to be
1/so-the-us-is-invading-iraq-again/#
a conversation between the U.S.
and Iraqi governments not just
By Caitlin Johnstone
regarding security, but about
our financial, economic, and
The US State Department has
diplomatic
partnership. We want
issued a press statement
to be a friend and partner to a
(https://www.state.gov/the-u-ssovereign, prosperous, and
continued-partnership-with-iraq/) in
stable Iraq.”
response to Iraq’s vote to
demand that the US remove its
That last part is my favorite. A
military presence from the
“friend and partner to a
nation
(https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/ sovereign, prosperous, and
stable Iraq.”
us-empires-passion-for-iraqi-

So The US Is
Invading Iraq Again

democracy-magically-disappears7f1ee8fb3484), saying the US

language used by the State
Department above to justify it,
run, don’t walk, out the door.
Because you’re dealing with a
full-fledged sociopath.
Caitlin Johnstone
https://twitter.com/caitoz/status/121402
8920351158272

US Empire’s Passion For Iraqi
Democracy Magically
Disappears
"Following a vote by the Iraqi
parliament to remove foreign
troops from the nation, the US
president threatened to destroy
Iraq’s economy in retaliation
and to refuse to leave..."

Like, of course we want you to
Since 2014, America’s military
be a sovereign nation! Just not
presence in Iraq has been at the
the kind of sovereign where your
consent and invitation of the
elected government has any say
Iraqi government, the
in what happens in your country.
democratically elected
We want you to be the kind of
government the US has used to
sovereign nation that does
justify its regime change
everything our government tells
intervention both before the
it to do. That kind of sovereignty
invasion and ever since. Now
“America is a force for good in we can really get behind!
that permission has been
the Middle East. Our military
revoked, and the US government
presence in Iraq is to continue I also love the “America is a
has suddenly lost all interest in
the fight against ISIS and as the force for good in the Middle
Iraqi freedom and democracy.
Secretary has said, we are
East” bit. Right. When a bunch
This US government,
committed to protecting
of guys with guns show up at my
incidentally, is being led by a
Americans, Iraqis, and our house, start killing my family
coalition partners. We have been members and refuse to leave, the president who campaigned in
unambiguous regarding how first thing I’m going to think is, 2016 on the platform of bringing
crucial our D-ISIS mission is in “These guys are such a force of the troops home from nations
like Iraq.
Iraq. At this time, any delegation good!”
sent to Iraq would be dedicated
So to recap, in 2003 the US
to discussing how to best
Just as a side note, if you ever
wanted to occupy Iraq, and
recommit to our strategic
find yourself in any kind of
partnership—not to discuss relationship with someone who Iraq told them to fuck off. The
US responded by invading,
troop withdrawal, but our right, violates your personal
appropriate force posture in the sovereignty in this way and then killing a million people, killing
Middle East. Today, a NATO uses the sort of I’m-your-friend, Saddam Hussein, tearing
apart its Ba’ath party, tearing
delegation is at the State
this-is-for-your-own-good
apart its military, rebuilding

won’t even discuss a troop
withdrawal. I’m just going to
post the whole thing here,
because its language is so
creepy, disgusting and abusive
that it should really be read
carefully and in full:
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the whole system from scratch, story on January 9, the day after
installing a puppet regime, and a Ukrainian airliner was brought
creating a narrative about
down near Tehran. It was
being Iraq’s “friend and
headlined: ‘Video Shows
partner” instead of an illegal Ukrainian Plane Being Hit Over
occupying force.
Iran’. All 176 people onboard
were killed. Two days later, the
The end result after 17 years? Iranian military admitted that
The US wants to occupy Iraq, one of its air defense units had
and Iraq is telling them to fuck fired at the plane in the mistaken
off.
belief that it was an incoming
enemy cruise missile.
The invasion of Iraq has been a
senseless, unforgivable evil from “A smoking gun” was how NY
the very beginning, and it
Times’ journalist Christiaan
remains so to this day, to the
Triebert described the video in a
exact same extent. Nothing that
tweet. Triebert works in the
was done was justifiable in any visual investigations team at the
way, shape or form. Those
paper. In the same tweet, he
million Iraqis died for no
thanked – “a very big shout
legitimate reason. The thousands out” – to an Iranian national by
of US soldiers died for no
the name of Nariman Gharib
legitimate reason. Nothing was “who provided it [the video] to
accomplished but the
the NY Times, and the
advancement of brute force
videographer, who would like to
control over a region the US has
remain anonymous”.
no business being in and an
energy resource we’ve got no
Nariman Gharib
https://twitter.com/NarimanGharib/stat
business relying on anymore.
us/1215334836937928705

A force for good? Bitch, you
misspelled farce.

Iran Jet Disaster
Setup - Who Is the
Mysterious
Videographer?

The footage i've got from a
source - the moment the missile
hit the #Flight752. I can't verify
the video yet! but please let me
know if you find anything. I'm in
contact with the person who
send this video to see if I can get
a version of video which has a
meta data on it

during the filming while
smoking a cigarette (the smoke
briefly wafts over the screen), is
standing in the suburb of Parand
looking northwest. His location
was verified by the NY Times
using satellite data. The rapid
way the newspaper’s technical
resources were marshaled raises
a curious question about how a
seemingly random video
submission was afforded such
punctilious attention.
But the big question which
many people on social media
are asking is: why was this
“videographer” standing in a
derelict industrial area outside
Tehran at around six o’clock
in the morning with a mobile
phone camera training on a
fixed angle to the darkened
sky? The airliner is barely
visible, yet the sky-watching
person has the camera pointed
and ready to film a most
dramatic event, seconds before
it happened. That strongly
suggests, foreknowledge.
Given that something awful has
just been witnessed it is all the
more strange that the person
holding the camera remains calm
and unshaken. There is no
audible expression of shock or
even the slightest disquiet.

Turns out that Nariman Gharib,
the guy who received the video
The anonymous videographer is
and credited by the NY Times
the person who caught the 19for submitting it, is a vociferous
second clip which shows a
anti-Iranian government
missile striking Flight PS752
dissident who does not live in
By Soraya Sepahpour-Ulrich &
shortly after take-off from
Iran. He ardently promotes
Co-author: Finian Cunningham
Tehran’s Imam Khomenei
regime change in his social
airport at around 6.15 am. This
media posts.
The newspaper ran the splash
person, who remains silent
Source:
https://ahtribune.com/world/northafrica-south-west-asia/iran/3809-jetdisaster-setup.html
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Christiaan Triebert, the NY
Times’ video expert, who
collaborated closely with Gharib
to get the story out within hours
of the incident, previously
worked as a senior investigator
at Bellingcat. Bellingcat calls
itself an independent online
investigative journalism project,
but numerous critics accuse it of
being a media adjunct to
Western military intelligence.
Bellingcat has been a big
proponent of media narratives
smearing the Russian and Syrian
governments over the MH17
shoot-down in Ukraine in 2014
and chemical weapons attacks.

defense systems were on high
It’s a fair, albeit nefarious, bet
alert for a possible counter-strike that the flight paths out of
by US forces. Several reports
Tehran were deliberately put in
indicate that the Iranian defense an extremely dangerous position
radars were detecting warnings by the malicious assault from
of incoming enemy warplanes American electronic warfare. A
and cruise missiles on the
guy placed on the ground
morning of 8 January. It does
scoping the outward flight paths
seem odd why the Iranian
– times known by publicly
authorities did not cancel all
available schedules – would be
commercial flights out of Tehran thus on hand to catch the
during that period. Perhaps
provoked errant missile shot.
because civilian airliners can
normally be differentiated by
The shoot-down setup would
radar and other signals from
explain why Western
military objects.
intelligence were so quick to
confidently assert what
However, with the electronic
happened, contradicting Iran’s
warfare (EW) technology that initial claims of a technical
In the latest shoot-down of the the United States has developed onboard plane failure.
airliner above Tehran, the tight in recent years it is entirely
liaison between a suspiciously feasible for enemy military
The disaster has gravely
placed anonymous videographer radars to be “spoofed” by
undermined the Iranian
on the ground and an expatriate phantom objects. One such EW government, both at home and
Iranian dissident who then gets developed by the Pentagon is
around the world. Protests have
the prompt and generous
Miniature Air-Launched Decoy erupted in Iran denouncing the
technical attention of the NY
(MALD) which can create
authorities and the Islamic
Times suggests a level of
deceptive signals on enemy
Revolutionary Guards Corp for
orchestration, not, as we are led radar systems of incoming
“lying” about the crash. Most of
to believe, a random
warheads.
the 176 victims were Iranian
happenstance submission. More
nationals. The anger on the
sinisterly, the fateful incident
What we contend therefore is
streets is being fueled by the
was a setup.
this: the Americans exploited a public comments of Western
brink-of-war scenario in which leaders like Donald Trump, who
It seems reasonable to speculate they anticipated Iranian airno doubt see the clamor and
that in the early hours of January defense systems to be on a hair- recriminations as an opportunity
8 a calamitous incident was
trigger. Add to this tension an
to push harder for regime change
contrived to happen. The shoot- assault by electronic warfare on in Iran.
down occurred only four hours Iranian military radars in which
after Iran attacked two US
it would be technically feasible
ISIS and Israel
military bases in Iraq. Those
to distort a civilian airliner’s
praise Trump’s
attacks were in revenge for the data as an offensive target. The
American drone assassination on Iranian military has claimed this
assassination of
January 3 of Iran’s top military was the nature of the shootIranian top general
commander, Maj. General
down error. It seems plausible
Qassem Soleimani.
given the existing electronic
Soleimani
warfare used by the Pentagon.
Subsequently, Iranian airSource:
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http://infobrics.org/post/30128/

By Sarah Abed
The White House was provided
with important details from
Israeli intelligence and carried
out the airstrike without
congressional support or
knowledge and without
providing a shred of evidence
that Soleimani was planning
attacks on American’s and US
embassies.
The lie that was told to the
American public (and by
extension the world) by the
Trump administration is that
Soleimani was an imminent
threat and was planning terror
missions targeting American’s,
US soldiers, and US embassies,
and in order to thwart his plans
the US had to act quickly and
assassinate Iran’s top military
official. During President
Trump’s speech to the nation on
Wednesday he accused
Soleimani of directing recent
attacks against US personnel in
Iraq which injured four and
killed one American.

White House used a lie that
lacks any evidential backing to
bring us inches away from war
with a nuclear regional power.

painted him to be the “number
one terrorist”. This further
illustrates how Washington’s
alleged “war on terror” is
nothing more than an excuse to
Iraqi Prime Minister Abdulinvade countries and control
Mahdi called the assassination of their natural resources all while
Soleimani and al-Muhandis an emboldening Israel.
act of aggression against Iraq
and the Iraqi people, and a
The United States has essentially
flagrant violation of Iraqi
been at war with Iran since the
sovereignty, and stated it was a US-backed Shah Muhammad
dangerous escalation. Since then Reza Pahlavi was overthrown in
US troops have been asked to
1979 and has engaged in acts of
leave Iraq but the request has
war against Iran through
fallen on deaf ears. Iraq does not economic sanctions and other
want to become a battlefield for means throughout the years.
war between the United States
and Iran.
In 2018, President Trump
unilaterally withdrew from the
Lt. General Soleimani was an
Joint Comprehensive Plan of
instrumental figure in the fight Action (JCPOA) and reinstated
against Daesh in Syria and Iraq crippling sanctions under its
and saved countless Christian
maximum pressure campaign.
and Muslim lives by thwarting After waiting a year for the
missions that put their civilian United States to come back to
lives in danger. However, as is the nuclear deal or negotiate new
the case in many of
terms, or at the bare minimum
Washington’s manufactured
for the European nations that are
pretexts used to justify
signatories on the deal to offer
unwarranted wars and invasions, sanctions relief to no avail, Iran
heroes are vilified and terrorists started scaling back its
(along with their sponsors) are commitments under the nuclear
revered.
deal every sixty days.

In an interview with Fox News
that aired on Thursday, Pompeo It’s particularly interesting to see Clearly the current
said "There is no doubt that
ISIS, Israel, and the United
administration does not intend to
there were a series of imminent States on the same side when it come back to the JCPOA, nor do
attacks that were being plotted comes to Soleimani’s death. A they intend on lifting harsh
by Qassem Soleimani," He went weekly ISIS newspaper called sanctions, nor do they want to
on to say, "we don't know
al-Naba praised the assassination negotiate changes to the existing
precisely when, and we don't
and called it “divine
deal or propose a new nuclear
know precisely where, but it was intervention” “an act of God”
deal till the JCPOA expires.
real." Maybe it’s just me, but
and stated that Soleimani’s death
without having any specifics
will assist their efforts to
In response to Soleimani’s
whatsoever Pompeo’s statements regroup in Iraq. It’s blatantly
assassination, Iran fired 15
do not make Soleimani sound
obvious that ISIS saw him as a ballistic missiles at two Iraqi
like a “real” threat, if anything deterrent while Washington
bases which housed not only
this solidifies the notion that the
4
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Iraqi but US soldiers as well,
one military base was
specifically targeted because
that’s where the attack against
Soleimani was initiated. US
officials and Pentagon officials
believe that Iran deliberately
avoided incurring any loss of
life. Iran’s intention was not to
kill American’s but instead to
show its target accuracy, and
Washington’s inability to protect
their bases and that US defense
and interception systems are not
as effective as they boast, also
that Iran is willing to take
measured and calculated
retaliation when it deems
necessary.

Washington and Tel Aviv’s
ultimate goal remains regime
change, whether it’s done
internally or externally, ousting
the current Iranian
administration and installing a
puppet leader is of top priority.
Iran wants to limit US presence
in the region and stands in the
way of US expansion,
hegemony, and control of
resources. Iran's opposition to
the Israeli occupation of
Palestine is another reason why
the US has incessantly vilified
Iran on the global stage and
labelled them as their number
one enemy.

Iran keeps openly

No one in in the Iranian armed
forces will ever be punished.
Many believe Iran shot down the
plane purposely in order to
instigate war.
Obviously, all four of these
paragraphs are totally false…
but only when applied to Iran
and not the US. The shocking
belligerence, shamelessness and
inhumanity I just recounted was
the very real response from
Washington after they shot down
civilian Iran Air Flight 655 in
1988, killing 290 people.
Anyone who has been following
the recent tragic events is aware
that Iran’s official response has
been the complete opposite of
how Washington handled a very
similar tragedy.

De-escalation soon followed
blaming itself, yet
with neither side interested in
further military action, President there is a Ukraine
Trump opted for more harsh
Air cover-up?
sanctions and called for NATO
But firstly: I find it incredible
to step up their involvement in
that some accuse Iran of a coverSource: https://thesaker.is/iran-keeps- up?
the region.
Iran has claimed responsibility
for the tragic unintentional
downing of a Ukrainian
passenger plane which took the
lives of 176 civilians aboard. A
series of unfortunate events led
to this grave human error which
was due to heightened tensions
between the United States and
Iran.
Since this admission, protestors
have taken to the streets to
demand that President Hassan
Rouhani step down, without
delay President Trump and
Israel’s Benjamin Netanyahu
publicly stated their support for
the protestors.

openly-blaming-itself-yet-there-is-aukraine-air-cover-up/

By Ramin Mazaheri
Iran’s President Rouhani said, “I
will never apologise for Iran – I
don’t care what the facts are.”
Tehran plans to never apologise,
admit wrongdoing nor to accept
responsibility.
All of the Iranian soldiers
involved were awarded Combat
Action Ribbons, the air-warfare
coordinator received a
Commendation Medal and the
commanding officer was
awarded the Legion of Merit for
“exceptionally meritorious
conduct”.
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While, of course, the Western
Mainstream Media will commit
any lying exaggeration to further
their billionaire masters’
instructions to topple Iran’s
popular revolution, I lay the
blame primarily at the
unreasonable demands modern
society puts on government
servants via the 24/7 news cycle.
Iran admitted it was their missile
which felled the airplane just
three days afterwards, and –
crucially – in conjunction with
prepared apologies, selfrecriminations and promises of
punishing the negligent and/or
fatally erroneous.
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However, three days was too
long for some. I really wonder at
the naiveté of such, often wellmeaning, people.

grief over this tragedy – are
being unreasonable, but many
Western media and politicians
do not have such sincere
motivations for such a
complaint.

Therefore, it is incredible that
Iran is somehow being portrayed
as being wholly responsible for
the tragedy of the Ukraine plane
downing? The bulk of the
Is no delay acceptable? No
condemnation for the tragedy
verifications needed at all?
must obviously be aimed at
A verification process like I have Washington for creating this
In such a situation doesn’t
described would have been an atmosphere which produced the
everyone know there is a
acceptable delay – at least to me tragedy, if anyone truly cares
protocol to be followed? We are – under normal circumstances. about justice.
talking about the armed forces – Here, of course, the Western
does not everyone understand
Mainstream Media is doing all Unfortunately, I am reminded of
(as every nation has an army)
they can to sweep under the rug the old saying: “Everybody talks
that they have a chain of
the fact that Iran was in a state of about peace, nobody talks about
command, rules and a
high military alert provoked
justice.” The incident is being
bureaucratic hierarchy which
entirely by the recent
used as the latest plank in the
must be followed? The more
assassination of Iran’s top
40-year Iranophobia campaign,
important something is –
general, a top Iraqi general and sadly.
especially for a horrific
retaliatory missile strikes which
admission such as this – the
had been fired by Iran just hours Is the alleged ‘cover-up’
longer the verification process before the plane’s downing.
occurring in between the
necessarily takes. If the soldier
public lamentations and selfwho had pressed the “fire”
Iran’s retaliation for the
criticisms?
button had rushed out of the base appalling assassination of
and declared to all who would Iranian General Qassem
The Ukrainian airliner downing
listen, “It was my fault!”, he
Soleimani was nowhere near as shattered the peace of many
would be treated as a dangerous severe as US aggression merited. families, but what we can say
madman in any nation.
Washington tapped CNN to
with total certainty today is that
However, it is as if some people produce a propaganda report
nobody in Iran wanted the
expected this type of an
entirely designed to give the
destruction of a civilian airliner.
instantaneous confirmation in
impression that the missile
the Ukraine Airlines tragedy?
attack was not significant, but It was US President George
the point was not proportional Bush who famously refused to
I suggest such impatience – from revenge: the Leader of the
apologise, not Rouhani, but there
those who want to get it “now” Iranian Islamic Revolution
are too many obviously sincere
instead of getting it “right” – has Seyyed Ali Khamenei said it was apologies from every level of
been fostered by a 24/7 news
merely to give a “slap in the
Iran’s government. What covercycle which does not want to
face”. Therefore, nobody can say up? The commander of Iran’s
hear about the need for
that Iran overreacted. However, Revolutionary Guards testified
interviewing those involved,
the assassination proves to many to Parliament, “I swear to
testing and calibrating
in Iran that Washington is hell- almighty God that I wished I
equipment, reviewing all the
bent on fomenting war with Iran. were in that plane and had
data, etc. Three days… well, I “High alert” is no exaggeration crashed with them….” Two days
just find it hard to believe that of the tensions at the time of the earlier the chief aerospace
anyone would find that
take-off of the Ukrainian
commander told a press
unacceptable? Some people –
airliner.
conference, “I wish I was dead
due to their quite understandable
and such an incident hadn’t
6
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happened….”

reality television in 11 months.

The assassination of Soleimani
and the tragedy of Ukraine
Where is the defiance, deflection The Ukraine Airlines flight was Airlines must not be mixed: the
and distraction of this alleged
– unlike for Washington in 1988 former is an illegal, inhuman
“cover-up”?
– undoubtedly not a provocation, slaying of an anti-terror hero
nor an incitement to continued which must remain in the
There is obviously – at all levels conflict, assassination and war. spotlight until Washington – the
of the Iranian government and
boasting perpetrator! – conforms
military – sadness, regret and
This is the reality which the
with international justice; the
complete acceptance of
West cannot see, as they are
latter is a tragedy, and Iran has
responsibility. I feel sorry for
blinded by Islamophobia and
made it crystal-clear that they
those Iranian soldiers involved Iranophobia: the Iranian
will work openly with countries
because they express such
government showed the humane like Ukraine, France and Canada
feelings of culpability – if you response which one would
to find the root cause.
feel sorry for George Bush, or expect of a truly progressive
the soldiers he decorated, I don’t government, which they are.
No one in Iran is pleased, openly
know what basis you have for They did not respond with
or secretly, about the Ukraine
such feelings because they were belligerence, defiance and a
Airlines tragedy, but the
never uttered?
Washington-style cover-up. But boasting murderers in
the Iranian government gets no Washington are no doubt glad
The 1988 IranAir flight was
credit in the West ever – it’s their the spotlight is now off their
downed in the final month of the editorial policy.
actions. Their assassination laid
Iran-Iraq War. The US shot
bare their aggression to Iran and
down the Iranian plane as an
Frankly, while this is obviously a their view that Iraq is a
expression of their frustration
tragedy, I want more information powerless US colony.
that their proxy war with their as to how it happened: I find it
ally-dictator-mass murderer
extremely coincidental that the That is injustice on a grand
Saddam Hussein had failed. It plane came from Ukraine, which scale, and it cannot stand.
was a message that Washington has undoubtedly been the site of
would still act with murderous (yet another) far-right coup/civil The Western MSM are doing all
impunity, and that their war was war supported by Washington. I they can to keep the focus away
not finished – they have stayed am not disparaging all Ukraine, from the international outrage
true to this murderous posture all of course, but it’s fair to assume regarding Soleimani’s murder, of
these decades hence. Compare that the Pentagon has unlimited course.
that with the situation in 2020. access to Ukrainian planes as
well as a history of using cyber There were protests in Iran after
Despite the illegal, inhuman
warfare and sabotage against
the Ukraine Airlines downing,
slaying of Soleimani Iran is not Iran.
and it is natural: many students
about to be baited into war,
were aboard the airplane,
which was Washington’s true
And we know they have already therefore many Iranian students
intention. Tehran is not going to shot down civilian airliners in
had personal connections with
put all of Iran – and the region – Iran with zero expressions of
the departed. This is why
at risk over the decision of an
regret.
students led protests.
idiot/assassin, who is trying to
distract from his impeachment Try as they might, this tragedy However, as is the case so often
trial (as well as from the
cannot overshadow the
in Iran, counter-revolutionary
indictment trial of his ally in Tel Soleimani assassinations
groups stepped in to dangerously
Aviv) and who may be back on
hijack the protests. That is
7
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proven by the video circulating any humane person would –
of a “protester” dressed like
allow the sale of replacement
Black Bloc member stomping on parts for these machines which
and pulling down a picture of
carry so many lives between
Soleimani, a man who just days their wings.
earlier had inspired millions to
publicly attend his funeral.
Another way the West could
avoid such tragedies? End the
The orders-of-magnitude
hot, cold and assassinating war
support in Iran for the
against Iran.
government as opposed to those
who want to topple is revealed Iran has accepted responsibility
by the orders-of-magnitude
for the mistake – assuming
larger turnout for Soleimani
further investigations do not
compared with the initially
reveal new facts – but the West
sincere, student-led grief
needs to accept overall
protests. This is a simple, factual responsibility for the Ukraine
reality, but – as is the case with Airlines tragedy as they
every protest in Iran – the
fabricated such a dangerous,
Western MSM tries to pervert
anti-democratic, inhumane
everything in Iran to topple the climate of war.
popular democratic revolution of
1979.
“Iran Must Begin
Of course, they are in overdrive
now because they are being told
to distract from the Soleimani
slaying. That must not last.

States, with Europe, with
everyone, about how they can
change their behavior to act like
a normal nation.”
“We want Iran to simply behave
like a normal nation,” Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo said in a
press statement the other day.
“We believe that the sanctions
we imposed today further that
strategic objective.”
These would be the additional
sanctions which have been
expanded to include virtually the
entire Iranian economy,
deliberately targeting Iran’s
already sanction-starved
populace, with the explicit goal
of fomenting a civil war in that
nation.
Which is of course a perfectly

Acting Like A
normal thing to do, from a
Normal Nation,” perfectly normal nation.
Says Totally Normal This would be the same Iran
whose cultural heritage sites
Nation
were threatened with destruction

Sadness in the world and Iran
over the Ukraine Airlines
if it retaliated for the totally
Source:
tragedy will continue, especially https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2020/01/1 normal assassination of its top
3/iran-must-begin-acting-like-afor the bereaved families.
military official via flying robot.
normal-nation-says-totally-normal- The same Iran whose financial
nation/
But if we are judging by
system was just threatened with
responses to accidentally
destruction using the totally
By Caitlin Johnstone
shooting down civilian airliners,
normal hegemony of American
one would think people would “What we want all countries to central banking. Perfectly
be clamouring for the fall of the join in,” said State Department normal, perfectly healthy.
American system and not the
Spokesperson Morgan Ortagus
Iranian one?
in a recent Fox News interview, So what can Iran do to become a
“normal nation”? Well, since it’s
“is to help us not only to deFinally, I’d like to point out that escalate any tensions with Iran, the United States making this
due to Western sanctions
demand, we can safely assume
but to help us bring Iran to a
airplane tragedies in Iran are
that it’s the model Iran should
place where they are ready to
woefully common. If the West stop their terrorist and malign look to.
really wants to make Iranian air behavior, and where they are
travel more safe they could – as ready to discuss with the United In order to become a normal
8
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nation, Iran will need to expand
its interests from the region and
begin toppling noncompliant
governments and invading
nations all around the world.

nation returning the favor.

to be absorbed into the blob of
the US-centralized empire.

In order to become a normal
nation, Iran will need to shore up The US would be perfectly
economic control of the world so happy for Iran to begin acting
that it can crush any sort of
like Saudi Arabia: arming
In order to become a normal
disobedience by starving
terrorist factions, beheading
nation, Iran will need to circle civilians and depriving them of heretics, committing war crimes
the planet with hundreds of
medical care while pretending and deliberately creating
Iranian military bases.
that it’s a force for peace.
humanitarian disasters for
geostrategic convenience, yet
In order to become a normal
In order to become a normal
aligning fully with US military,
nation, Iran will need to obtain nation, Iran will need to
financial, and resource control
thousands of nuclear weapons, indefinitely occupy a vast region agendas.
and actually use a couple of
on the other side of the planet
them.
with thousands upon thousands The US would be perfectly
of troops and trillions of dollars happy for Iran to begin acting
In order to become a normal
in military equipment, to no
like Israel: a nuclear-armed
nation, Iran will need to become benefit of a single ordinary
military outpost which
the most dominant military,
Iranian, and against the will of constantly bombs adjacent
economic and cultural force in the people who live there.
nations, interferes in the US and
the world, and then use that
other nations’ politics to shore
dominance to destroy any
In order to become a normal
up support, works toward the
government, political party,
nation, Iran will need to create a slow extermination of its
ideology, faction, movement or presidency led by a reality TV indigenous population and fires
person who stands in its way.
star oligarch who is only
upon protesters with live
supported because Iran’s
ammunition.
In order to become a normal
populace is so disgusted with the
nation, Iran will need to arm
status quo of their government. The US would be perfectly
violent extremist factions all
happy for Iran to begin acting
around the world with the goal I am kidding, of course. The US like Canada, the UK, Australia,
of eliminating all governments government does not want Iran New Zealand or the EU:
that refuse to bow to its interests. to become like the US. The US obedient military/intelligence
government does not want any assets who function as extra
In order to become a normal
nation to become like the US.
American states when it comes
nation, Iran will need to become The US likes its abnormality
to foreign policy and
the dominant producer of films, among nations just the way it is, international affairs.
music and TV shows and use
thank you very much. The US is
this influence to propagandize its the exception to all its own rules. That is what the US means by
power structure’s ideology to
That’s how American
acting “normal”. Not acting
every possible cultural sphere. exceptionalism works. This is
moral. Not acting healthy.
one of those “do as I say, not as Certainly not acting like the US.
In order to become a normal
I do” situations.
It means acting obedient,
nation, Iran will need to begin
compliant, and enslaved.
meddling in scores of
The US doesn’t want Iran to be
democratic elections all around like America. The US wants Iran Which is precisely what Iran is
the world and then crying for
to be like the other nations
resisting.
years at the possibility of any
which have allowed themselves
9
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That’s exactly what happened, Mahdi al-Muhandis, the Iraqi
with the beloved, brilliant and military commander and leader
charismatic Iranian General
of the People’s Mobilization
Qassem Suleimani. And that’s Forces. They drove off in a SUV,
what Trump’s miserable
when US-drone missiles hit and
minions, like Foreign Secretary pulverized them, along with 10
Mike Pompeo and War Minister, other high-ranking military from
Mark Esper, shamelessly deny, both countries.
namely that they invited him by
intermediary of Iraq’s Prime
Soleimani had diplomatic
Minister. Pompeo in front of a immunity – and the US knew
White House press briefing,
about it. But no rule, no law and
Source:
https://www.globalresearch.ca/west- cynically laughing, asked
no standard of ethics is respected
run-barbarians/5700435
journalists – “would you believe by Washington. A behavior very
such nonsense?” – And of
much like the one of the
By Peter Koenig
course, none of the MSM
Barbarians. General Soleimani,
journalists would dare say yes – who was much more than a
How much longer are we
even if they believed it. Instead general, he was also a great
accepting the tyrannical dictate
they laugh congenially to
diplomat, was asked by PM
of the American rulers? It gets
express their agreement with the Abdul-Mahdi on behalf of
worse by the day – and it looks
horrifying murderer-inTrump to come to Bagdad to be
like the western world’s
complicity in front of them, the part of a mediation process that
“leaders” (sic – so sic!) are
Barbarian Sates highest
Trump asked PM Abdul-Mahdi
caving in ever more to the
diplomat, as it were. The MSM to lead, to ease tensions between
American killing machine – the
journalists are too cowardly,
Iran and Saudi Arabia, as well as
European Union – and all its
fearing risking their jobs, or
between the US and Iran. This
members heads of state, and all
losing access to the White House was an abjectly, cowardly ploy
the Zion-Anglosaxons and Japan
press-room.
to assassinate Qassem
– no one dares standing up and
Soleimani. – How deep can you
shouting “NO!” – no more of
Yet, that is precisely what the
sink? There are no words to
your hegemonic atrocities! – But
Prime Minister of Iraq, Adil
describe the horrible crime.
they all bend over backwards to
Abdul-Mahdi, said in disbelief
please a criminal empire, run
and awe: “Trump asked me to
The lie-spangled Pompeo
like the Barbarians.
mediate with Iran – and then he immediately came up with a
kills my invitee.” Prime Minister general cover-all phrase used by
Imagine, the so-called world
Adil Abdul-Mahdi has certainly Washington at nauseatum,
leader invites you to a foreign
more credibility than Trump or Soleimani was a terrorist and a
country to help mediate between
any of his cronies, foremost US danger to (US) national security.
different factions, you accept,
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, – Be aware – dear reader, no
and when you arrive at the
who not too long ago told RT: Irani, not General Soleimani nor
airport, he kills you. Then he
“[When] I was the CIA director, anybody else, has ever
smiles and boasts in utter
we lied, we cheated, we stole.
threatened the US, not with
satisfaction that he has given the
We had entire training courses. words, not with weapons.
order to kill – kill by remote
It reminds you of the glory of the
control, by drone. Much worse
American experiment.”
Then the Barbarian-in-chief had
than extra-judiciary murder,
the audacity to threaten Iran to
because there was never any
General Soleimani was picked hit 52 of their cultural heritage
accusation launched against you
up at Bagdad airport by Abu
sites, in case Iran dared to
– except for lies.

The West Is Run by
Barbarians
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retaliate. But retaliate Iran did –
last night, by sending some 22
missiles onto two US-Iraqi
military bases. There were
casualties, but no clear figures
are known. Trump tweeted, “all
is good”. When asked about his
promised retaliation on the
retaliation, Trump backtracked
saying he has been told that
destroying historic sites would
be against the law, and he
wanted to abide by the law. Can
you imagine?

leaner and more efficient UN
that would act according to its
original charter seeking and
mediating for peace in the
world? There is a majority of
more than 120 unaligned states
that stand behind countries
which are harassed, oppressed,
sanctioned by the US – like
Venezuela, Cuba, Iran,
Afghanistan, Syria, North
Korea…. Why not stand up in
unison and make the UN what
its charter tells it to be? – And
that without the Barbarian
The next immediate act against tyrant.
the law, Trump barred Iranian
Minister of Foreign Affairs,
There are lots of countries that
Mohammad Javad Zarif, from have drones and precision-target
coming to the UN in New York technologies, and not all are
to address the Security Council, friends with the Barbarian State.
later in the week, by simply
Imagine, somebody, some
refusing a US entry visa. This is country, sends a drone to
against the UN Charter the US extinguish Pompeo. Or god
signed in 1947, that foreign
forbid, the Chief Barbarian
representatives had to be given himself. That would unleash an
always access to the UN
extreme furor – maybe a nuclear
territory in New York (same
holocaust – annihilating the
applies to the UN in Geneva).
world as we know it. End of
civilization. Perhaps good
And where is Mr. António
riddens.
Guterres, the UN SecretaryGeneral, when you need him? We may deserve it. As we seem
What does he have to say? – A to be unable to reign in what
big NOTHING. He didn’t even rightly is called by some “The
condemn the murder of General Great Satan” – or simply and
Soleimani. That’s what the UN more down to earth, the
has become. A worthless
Barbarians. We haven’t seen
toothless body to do the bidding them for hundreds of years. But
of the Barbarian Empire. What a they are back, the shameless,
sad legacy.
ruthless, lawless Barbarians in
the form and shape of the US of
Shouldn’t there come the
A – exerting a last attempt to
moment when the majority of
clamp down on civilization with
UN member states – call for a their bleeding, weakening,
vote to expel the US from the
tentacles.
United Nations – and start from
scratch – with a new revamped, Why would anyone in this world
11

still want to have relations with
the Barbarian empire? – Never
mind (profit) business deals with
the US. They can be cut off and
replaced by new relations, the
rebuilding of natural relations
with Russia and the Eurasian
Continent, including China. It
will happen naturally, sooner or
later. Isolate the Barbarians and
let them rot in their own corrupt
swamp. Maybe they will
recover and become a decent
nation again – one that can be a
partner and respected. It may not
happen tomorrow, but in a
foreseeable future it may.
Everybody has a conscience,
even if in most of the western
culture its reduced to a tiny
flame or only some flickering
amber. But it can be awakened.

Brief Update of the
Barbarian Empire’s
Behavior
Iraq wants to reestablish
national sovereignty, asking all
foreign troops to leave the
country– The Iraqi Parliament
has by majority decided to take
back Iraq’s sovereignty and that
US and foreign troops must
leave the country. As a
consequence, on 6 January an
apparently unsigned letter from
Brig. Gen. William Seely III, the
Marine Corps officer
commandeering the US coalition
against ISIS (sic), addressed to
Mr. Abdul Amir, Deputy
Director, Joint Operation
Bagdad, Iraqi Ministry of
Defense, saying that the US is
ready to withdraw her troops.
This was immediately
contradicted by the White
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House, as well as the Pentagon,
calling it a confusion, a mistake,
that the US has no intention of
withdrawing any troops. “We
will stay”.

participating in the Caribbean
Series of the Baseball
Professional Confederation, in
February in Puerto Rico. No
reason given. Just visa
complications.

It is also still not clear why the
Iranian / Tehran airport
authorities allowed any planes to
take off in this heated, tense
situation of Iranian missiles
being shot at two US bases in
The US has currently some
Iraq, with a high probability of
5,200 troops stationed in Iraq. The Ukrainian Airline Crash – an exchange of missiles – which
The UK, some 400. That’s how BBC’s immediate reaction:
miraculously did not happen,
much an ally’s wishes for
The Russians did it – The
because Trump’s advisers told
recuperating national
Russians did it! – BBC
him to back off in order to avoid
sovereignty is honored.
announced in the morning of 9 a major conflict or war.
Barbarians know no respect, no January, that there was a high
ethics, no laws – Barbarians are possibility that the Ukrainian
People in the streets of Tehran
sledgehammer people.
passenger plane that crashed in and major Iranian cities are
the early morning hours of 3
protesting against their
Several European Countries
January near Tehran airport,
government’s delayed admission
have decided to withdraw their shortly after take-off, was shot of responsibility. But the
troops, respect Iraq’s decision
down by a Russian missile. All Government, President Rouhani,
and leave Iraq and the Region. passengers and crew, 176
has said that there will be a
Only the UK, the closest
people, died in the crash. There thorough investigation of the
Barbarian ally, has not decided is not a shred of evidence, or
case, and that those responsible
yet and will leave her 400 troops even suspicion that a Russian
will be held accountable. He also
in Iraq, alongside the US troops. missile was close to the place of apologized to the victims’
How typical!
accident. But the Barbarians live families and said they will be
off lies and crimes in impunity. compensated. While not
Tokyo Summer Olympics– On
refuting Iranian responsibility
another account of Barbarism, Admission by IRGC– In the
for the accident, Rouhani
the US decided that Russia is not meantime, however, the Iranian pointed to the highly fragile and
to participate in this year’s
Revolutionary Forces, the
delicate pressure situation in a
Summer Olympics in Tokyo,
Islamic Revolutionary Guard
conflict brought about by the
Japan. Under false pretexts of
Corps (IRGC), admitted having United States.
doping, when according to
shot down the Ukrainian airliner
history records, available on
by mistake, taking it as a foreign New sanctions on Iran– The
internet, the US is by far the
object, especially so close to
Master Barbarian Trump says
nation with most proven doping Tehran airport. Why would they new sanctions will be added to
disqualifications, worldwide.
only now admit the
those already existing, sanctions
And the rest of the world,
responsibility for the disaster? – that will hurt even more – and,
instead of boycotting the US and Because apparently it took the yes, he says, like the Good
letting Russia compete – is
IRGC 48 hours to clarify among Father of Mother Earth talking
silent. Cowards! Miserable
themselves, the IRGC is a fairly to his children, it’s all up to the
cowards.
autonomous branch of the
Iranians, they can behave like a
Iranian Armed Forces, what
good nation behaves, or they
Baseball Caribbean Series in happened, before even informing will be punished with sanctions.
Puerto Rica in February 2020– the Government. That’s why the And they will hurt. It’s entirely
The Barbarians are attempting – Government did not come
up to them. No description of
and probably succeeding –
forward earlier with the truth.
what the appropriate behavior
preventing Cuba from
They didn’t know.
12
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for the Barbarians would
involve.

who sleeps in the soil
During Yemen’s knows
beneath her and the type of
Annual Martyr weapon that killed her father.
Can you believe this? – If you
“This my dad,” she says, as she
Week, Antiwouldn’t witness such aberrant
kisses a colorful portrait of her
American
Sentiment
BS with your own eyes and ears,
father perched upon a coffinit would be truly unbelievable,
shaped mound beyond a low
Prevails
that the world is run by such unstone wall.
people, well, Barbarians – and,
yes, again – the docile people of
Ebtisam’s father was killed by a
this globe accept it, say nothing,
Saudi warplane that delivered a
keep silent. Thousands of people
U.S.-made bomb to the al-Sultan
may die again from the sanctions
zone in the Old City of Yemen’s
– confiscated medical
capital Sana’a in July of 2015.
equipment, medication, food –
The attack killed and injured
Source:
imposed on Iran, as did in
dozens of residents and caused
https://www.mintpressnews.com/yemen
Venezuela – 40,000 according to -annual-martyr-week-anti-american- tremendous damage to the city,
a recent study by the Washington
built long before the United
sentiment/264084/
thinktank, CEPR – only because
States even existed as a nation.
Iran has backbone, and dares not
By Ahmed Abdulkareem
to kneel in front of the Barbarian
Fatemah, Ebtisam’s widowed
king to do his bidding.
mother, packed flowers to place
As the ongoing war and
blockade against their country at her husband’s memorial site,
This kind of backbone you could enters its sixth year, Yemenis are “It is the martyr’s anniversary.
not expect from the Europeans commemorating the annual
We come here to share old times
and all those neolibMartyr Week amid an increasing with our loved ones,” she told
governments in Latin America, feeling of hatred and resentment MintPress. Their visit to the
like in Colombia, Peru, Brazil, towards the United States, a
memorial has become a tradition
Chile, Ecuador, and now against feeling never seen at this level in since 2015 when the war against
all odds, the new US-installed the war-torn country.
their home began.
“interim” racist-fascist
government in Bolivia. They
In Yemen, a country far from the This particular memorial sits in
would lay down and kiss the
prosperous and bustling United 50th district, in the middle of
chief Barbarian’s feet, to put it States, the size of cemeteries has Sana’a, and is the resting place
politely.
of more than 1,000 men,
increased dramatically in the
past five years, with new burial women, and children killed by
And again, the world looks on in sites springing up to house
the Saudi-led coalition along
insanity and in silence.
victims of the weapons supplied with countless bodies of fighters
killed in clashes against coalition
by western countries,
This western world must fall.
particularly by the United States, forces. The shrines are
as well as the blockade, hunger, ensconced with ornamental
Barbarism, i.e. neoliberalism – and disease that have
flowers and small trees planted
already tending towards fascism accompanied them.
by visitors who have come to
– must be eradicated fast, if
honor the deceased.
humanity is to be saved.
Ebtisam al-Harazi is just fouryears-old, but as she stands atop The annual feast of the Martyr
Week, an important occasion
her father’s grave amid a
meadow of martyrs’ shrines, she marking the beginning of
13
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December, kicked off in Yemen
last Wednesday. It has become,
for Fatimah and other Yemenis,
a somber occasion amid a
suffocating blockade, the threat
of epidemics, rubble, tears, and
the fear of the may lie ahead.

“The exhibition shows
In the exhibition hall, videos
something terrible but inspiring. show rescuers recovering
Through the exhibition, people children from rubble, massive
will understand how cruel the
scenes of destruction, martyrs
Saudi-led Coalition war
reading their commandments
supported by the U.S. is, and
and asking survivors to remain
they will also know how brave steadfast against Saudi Arabia,
and strong Yemenis are,” 70and a svelte, meek-looking man
For eight consecutive days,
year-old Ali told MintPress as he stepping up to a lectern in
residents in northern Yemen
sought out his son’s photo to
Washington. “The Kingdom of
commemorate those that have show to a group of visitors. The Saudi Arabia launched military
been killed by the Saudi-led
photo of his son was in the midst operations in Yemen,” he says.
coalition. Program include held of crowded collage of pictures The man in the video was none
exhibitions, public festivals, and hanging on the wall of the alother than Adel al-Jubeir, the
meetings where victim’s families Janoub Martyrs exhibition in the Saudi ambassador to the United
discuss how they cope with the 70th district south of Sana’a.
States. The clip showed the first
war.
time Saudi Arabia’s war against
Yemen was officially
To keep the history of the
announced, just hours after the
martyrs alive, officials visit the
first bombs were dropped on the
families of victims to show
city.
sympathy. Food and gifts are
distributed in abundance to
For most Yemenis, the Saudis’
orphans and widows and groups
choice of Washington as the
of officials visit graveyards
place to announce the war had
housing victims of the war.
meaning. They saw it as a
A Yemeni man pours water on the deliberate signaling of
There are more than 480 such
graveyards spread over several grave of his relative killed in Yemen’s complicity between the United
ongoing conflict, during “martyr
regions in Yemen according to
week” at a cemetery in Sanaa. Hani States and Saudi Arabia. AlMartyr’s Foundation in Sana’a.
Jubeir emphasized in his speech
Mohammed | AP
that the Kingdom had consulted
In
Sadaa,
which
lies
in
Yemen’s
At least 450 exhibitions have
very closely and very intensely
north near the Saudi border,
been opened in the country.
with the United States before
dozens of exhibitions and
Public streets, city walls,
launching its war.
memorials symbolize society’s
schools, and government
deep gratitude towards the
buildings in all districts are
In Dahyan, a city in the far
flooded with millions of flyers country’s war heroes and
northwestern stretches of
and posters bearing the images martyrs. The ancient city, among Yemen, where a U.S. laserthe world’s oldest human-carved guided bomb dropped by a Saudi
of civilians and fighters alike
that have fallen in the war. Faces landscapes, has been devastated Arabia struck a school bus on
stare down from billboards on since Saudi Arabia declared it a August 9, 2018, a large crater is
every highway, and the radios military zone. Inside the city’s still visible near a fruit-andplay Zawamil — patriotic battle exhibition, visitors flow in an
vegetable stand in the suq. A
hymns — day and night. While organized way to see more than brick wall a few yards from the
11,0000 photos of the fighters, scene features large handnational TV broadcasts songs
that glorify their sacrifices and women and children who lost
painted letters in both English
their lives in the war
threaten revenge.
and Arabic that proclaim,
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“America Kills Yemeni
Children.”

infamous slogan, “Death to
America.”

More than 100,000 people have “That was before the war. Yes,
been killed in Yemen just since we had liked the United States,
January 2016 according to a new but now, there is nothing we
report by the Armed Conflict
hate more than this country,”
and Location Event Data Project said Fatimah. Regrettably, this is
(ACLED), however, the number the prevailing mood in the north
is likely to be closer to one
of Yemen. Most of the area’s
million if deaths from
residents are keen to express
epidemics, diseases, hunger and feelings of hatred towards the
from fighters who have been
leaders of the United States.
killed from both the resistance Phrases deriding the U.S. adorn
and local mercenaries are taken everything; photos of victims,
into account.
walls, clothes, coffee shops, car
showrooms, and even shopping
“We hate nothing more” malls.

capital’s walls. Thanks, in large
part, to U.S. policy in Yemen.
Everything has changed as the
hate against foreigners,
particularly the leaders in the
United States, has rapidly
increased throughout Yemen
because of western involvement
in Saudi Arabia’s war or from
the death of innocents killed by
drones under the pretext of
targeting al-Qaeda. Policies that
predate the Trump
administration.

Although Yemen has long
suffered from instability, warring
tribal factions and a longstanding al-Qaeda presence,
Ebtisam’s father, who spoke
foreigners including Americans,
English fluently with American
were welcomed in the country
accent, was a tour guide until
without restrictions on their
2014, he had a shop near Bab almovements. Now, they are seen
Yaman (The Gate of Yemen) in
with suspicion and are treated
the Old City of Sana’a which
with caution for fear that they
sold the famed Yemeni agates, a
Yemenis stand on a representation of may be spies. Even aid workers
metamorphosed and hardened
the U.S flag during a protest against are not immune.
version of quartz that has been
the U.S. assassination of Qassem
renowned as a gemstone in
Soleimani, in Sanaa, Yemen. Hani
“The slogan Death to America,
southern Arabia since ancient
Mohammed | AP
as we see it, is not against the
times. In 2015, the shop was
people of the United States but
closed due to a series of attacks Before the war began, the
that hit the ancient city over with Yemeni community, especially against the U.S.’ policies in our
in northern Yemen, was friendly district,” a Houthi leader said as
over 30 airstrikes.
and most people had favorable he gave a speech in front of a
large audience at a Martyr Week
According to his family, he was attitudes towards Americans.
a jovial man with many friends American tourists, businessmen exhibition. Most Yemenis
differentiate between the
and diplomats were a regular
from the United States and
Americans who support Saudi
fixture in Yemen. In Sana’a,
Britain. In the sitting room of
Arabia and those who reject the
their small home, three charming local residents warmly
photos once hung on the wall. welcomed American visitors to war. But to angry families who
The photos showed Ebtisam’s their salons by pouring a glass of have lost loved ones in Saudicoalition attacks, it can
father posing with his American single-malt scotch or sharing
sometimes be difficult to
friends. After he was killed, the food and fun times. But now,
family replaced the photos with Sana’a is embracing “Death to differentiate.
portraits of the man they lost and America” as their slogan,
The United States claims that it
banner adorned with the now- scrawled as graffiti on the
does not make targeting
15
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decisions for the Saudi
Coalition. But it does support
Coalition operations through
training, arms sales, the
refueling of Saudi combat
aircraft, and the sharing of
intelligence. Those arms sales
include precision-guided
missiles as well as precision
guidance parts used on the
warplanes blamed for civilians
casualties in the Saudi-UAE’s
military campaign in Yemen.

wake of the U.S.
Shot It Down But the
government’s assassination of
There May Be More Soleimani
(https://ahtribune.com/component/tags
to the Story
/tag/658-soleimani%E2%80%99sassassination.html)

on January 3rd
followed by a missile strike from
Iran directed against two U.S.
bases in Iraq. In spite of the
tension and the escalation, the
Iranian government did not shut
down the country’s airspace.
Civilian passenger flights were
still departing and arriving in
Source:
https://ahtribune.com/world/northTehran, almost certainly an error
Furthermore, as a result of the
africa-south-west-asia/iran/3818-who- in judgment on the part of the
U.S. involvement in the war and
targeted-ukraine-airlines-flightairport authorities. Inexplicably,
the economic blockade against
752.html
civilian aircraft continued to take
their country, Yemenis have been
off and land even after Flight
forced to reinforce their
By Philip Giraldi
752 was shot down.
relationship with Iran, one of the
only countries that has been
The claim that Major General
Fifty-seven of the passengers on
consistently outspoken in its
Qassem Soleimani was a
opposition to the war. Now, at “terrorist” on a mission to carry the flight were Canadians of
Iranian descent, leading Prime
the annual feasts of Martyr
out an “imminent” attack that
Minister Justin Trudeau to point
Week, photos of Iranian General would kill hundreds of
Qassem Soleimani and Abu
Americans turned out to be a lie, the finger both at the Iranian
government for its carelessness
Mahdi al-Muhandis, who were so why should one believe
assassinated in a U.S. airstrike at anything else relating to recent and also at Washington,
Baghdad International Airport developments in Iran and Iraq? observing angrily that the Trump
on in a January 3, are proudly
To be sure, Ukraine International Administration had deliberately
and recklessly sought to
displayed.
Airlines Flight 752 departing
from Tehran’s Imam Khomeini “escalate tensions” with Iran
through an attack near Baghdad
Ten of thousands of Yemenis International Airport on the
staged a symbolic funeral
morning of January 8th with 176 Airport, heedless of the impact
ceremony in the country’s
passengers and crew on board on travelers and other civilians
in the region.
cities including in Hodeida,
was shot down by Iranian air
Sana’a and Sadaa to
defenses, something which the
What seems to have been a case
commemorate Soleimani and government of the Islamic
Muhandis, chanting that their Republic has admitted, but there of bad judgements and human
blood is neither is Iranian or just might be considerably more error does, however, include
some elements that have yet to
Iraqi, but rather belongs to all to the story involving
freedom-loving nations
cyberwarfare carried out by the be explained. The Iranian
missile operator reportedly
targeted by the United States. U.S. and possibly Israeli
experienced considerable
governments.
“jamming” and the planes
Who Targeted
transponder switched off and
To be sure, the Iranian air
stopped transmitting several
Ukraine Airlines defenses were on high alert
Flight 752? Iran fearing an American attack in minutes before
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(https://www.sott.net/article/427303-

functionality capable of reading both jam and alter signals
call signs and transponder
relating to both airliner
signals to prevent accidents.
transponders and to the Iranian
Given what happened on that
air defenses. Israel presumably
morning in Tehran, it is plausible has the same ability. Joe Quinn
launched. There were also
to assume that something or
at Sott.net also notes
problems with the
someone deliberately interfered (https://www.sott.net/article/427303communication network
Was-Iranian-Missile-Operatorwith both the Iranian air
(https://www.sott.net/article/427258Tricked-Into-Shooting-Down-Thedefenses and with the
We-accept-full-responsibility-WatchUkrainian-Airlines-Plane-Overtransponder on the airplane,
IRGC-press-conference-confessingTehran) an interested back story
possibly as part of an attempt to
accidental-downing-of-Ukrainianto those photos and video
create an aviation accident that
plane) of the air defense
footage
command, which may have been would be attributed to the
(https://ahtribune.com/world/northIranian government.
related.
africa-south-west-asia/iran/3809-jetWas-Iranian-Missile-OperatorTricked-Into-Shooting-Down-TheUkrainian-Airlines-Plane-OverTehran) the missiles were

disaster-setup.html) that have
The electronic jamming coming The SA-15 Tor defense system appeared in the New York Times
from an unknown source meant used by Iran has one major
and elsewhere showing the
that the air defense system was vulnerability. It can be hacked or Iranian missile launch, the
"spoofed,"
placed on manual operation,
impact with the plane and the
relying on human intervention to (https://www.sott.net/article/427303- remains after the crash, to
launch. The human role meant Was-Iranian-Missile-Operatorinclude the missile remains.
that an operator had to make a Tricked-Into-Shooting-Down-TheThey appeared on January 9th,
Ukrainian-Airlines-Plane-Overquick judgment in a pressure
Tehran) permitting an intruder to in an Instagram account called
situation in which he had only
'Rich Kids of Tehran'. Quinn
impersonate a legitimate user
moments to react. The shutdown
asks how the Rich Kids
and take control. The United
of the transponder, which would
happened to be in “a lowStates Navy and Air Force
have automatically signaled to
income housing estate on the
reportedly have developed
the operator and Tor electronics
city's outskirts [near the airport]
technologies “that can fool
that the plane was civilian,
enemy radar systems with false at 6 a.m. on the morning of
instead automatically indicated
and deceptively moving targets." January 8th with cameras
that it was hostile. The operator,
Fooling the system also means pointed at the right part of the
having been particularly briefed
sky in time to capture a missile
fooling the operator. The
on the possibility of incoming
hitting a Ukrainian passenger
Guardian has also reported
American cruise missiles, then
independently how the United plane…?”
fired.
States military has long been
Put together the Rich Kids and
developing systems that can
The two missiles that brought
the possibility of electronic
from a distance alter the
the plane down came from a
warfare and it all suggests a
electronics and targeting of
Russian-made system designated
premeditated and carefully
Iran’s available missiles.
SA-15 by NATO and called Tor
planned event of which the
by the Russians. Its eight
Soleimani assassination
The same technology can, of
missiles are normally mounted
course, be used to alter or even (https://ahtribune.com/world/northon a tracked vehicle. The system
africa-south-west-asia/iran/3782-endmask the transponder on a
includes both radar to detect and
civilian airliner in such a fashion of-america-imperial-ambitions.html)
track targets as well as an
was only a part. There have been
as to send false information
independent launch system,
about identity and location. The riots in Iran subsequent to the
which includes an Identification
United States has the cyber and shooting down of the plane,
Friend or Foe (IFF) system
electronic warfare capability to blaming the government for its
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ineptitude. Some of the people in state crackdowns on
the street are clearly calling for nonbelievers.
the goal long sought by the
United States and Israel, i.e.
Democracy in America is for the
“regime change.” If nothing
privileged few alone, the real
else, Iran, which was widely
thing serving everyone equitably
seen as the victim in the killing nonexistent from inception.
of Soleimani, is being depicted
in much of the international
US exceptionalism, the
media as little more than another indispensable state, and moral
unprincipled actor with blood on superiority don’t exist, never
its hands. There is much still to did.
explain about the downing of
Ukrainian International Airlines Permanent war on humanity is
Flight 752.
undeclared official US policy.
Deterrence is code language for
it, wanting pro-Western
US Deterrence: waging
puppet rule replacing sovereign
Code Language for independent governments
Endless Wars on everywhere.

Article I, Section 8, Clause 11,
the so-called War Powers
Clause, vests in Congress alone
the power to declare war,
stating:
“The Congress shall have
power…To declare War, grant
Letters of Marque and Reprisal,
and make Rules concerning
Captures on Land and Water…
To raise and support Armies, but
no Appropriation of Money to
that Use shall be for a longer
Term than two Years…”
The Constitution affords the
president no power to wage war
without congressional approval.

Since establishment of the UN
That’s what the scourge of
Charter, warmaking by one
imperialism is all about,
nation on others is unlawful
Source:
promoted by Big Lies and
without Security Council
https://stephenlendman.org/2020/01/us
deception,
supported
by
authorization, permitted only in
-deterrence-code-language-forestablishment media, most
self-defense, never preemptively.
endless-wars-on-humanity/
Americans none the wiser about
the threat to their lives, welfare, Under the Constitution’s
By Stephen Lendman
and futures.
Supremacy Clause, international
laws to which the US is a
Washington’s criminal class is
On Monday at the right wing
signatory are automatically
bipartisan.
Hoover Institute, Pompeo said constitutional law.
Both right wings of the US war Trump and his regime’s national
No presidential directive in any
party pose an unparalleled threat security team prioritize
“deterrence” — code language form or congressional legislation
to world peace, stability,
for endless hot wars and by other may legally circumvent
security, and humanity’s
means on humanity, notably
international law.
survival.
against nations on the US target
list for regime change, especially The Security Council has
The rhetoric of each wing
Russia, China and Iran.
exclusive authority on issues of
differs, the agenda the same,
war and peace.
notably since the neoliberal 90s,
Separately, US war secretary
especially post-9/11.
Esper falsely claimed the US has On Monday, Esper falsely
claimed the Authorization for
Not a dime’s worth of difference legal authority to attack Iran
separates each wing on war and under the Constitution’s Article Use of Military Force
2. No such authority exists.
Resolution (AUMF – Sept.
peace, corporate favoritism,
2001) permits the US to attack
neoliberal harshness, and police

Humanity
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its enemies — invented not real, war — notably Russia, China,
he failed to explain.
Iran, North Korea, Venezuela,
Cuba, Nicaragua, and Syria, its
So-called Iranian “proxies” he forces combatting the scourge of
cited are self-defense forces in US supported terrorists.
Iraq and elsewhere in the region, Pentagon troops illegally
not aggressors like the US and occupying its territory assure
its “proxies.”
endless war.
Throughout the post-WW II era,
especially post-9/11, the US
attacked one country after
another preemptively, never in
self-defense, what naked
aggression is all about, the
highest of high crimes.

The US and its imperial allies
threaten humanity, waging hot
war and by other means
worldwide to control other
nations, their resources and
populations.

among others, Ken Livingstone
and Chris Williamson. For some
reason Corbyn’s Labour turned
itself into an Orwellian
authoritarian apparatus; it even
dug into its members’ social
media accounts
(https://gilad.online/writings/2019/12/
16/the-most-dangerous-political-partyin-europe) picking out ‘dirt’

(human right’s concerns) in
order to appease one distinctive
foreign lobby.

The Brits saw it all, how
dangerous the party became.
One day the US will go the way Many former ardent Labour
No nations or elements therein of all other empires in history, supporters angrily rejected their
political home. They may never
today threaten US national
self-destroyed by its endless
return.
security. Claims otherwise
wars, arrogance, and
reflect willful deception, a way unwillingness to change.
The conduct of the contenders
to justify what’s unjustifiable, to
Labour’s leadership in the
defend the indefensible.
The Labour Partly for
last few days reveals that the
Brits were spot on in humiliating
Esper falsely claimed Iranian
their opposition party.
General Soleimani was killed
because he had “the blood of
At the moment, Labour’s
hundreds of American soldiers
leadership candidates are,
and Marines on his hands (sic).”
without exception, competing
amongst themselves to see who
Pompeo called his assassination
goes the lowest in pledging
an act of “deterrence (sic),”
allegiance to a Lobby associated
earlier saying he posed an
with a foreign state that is
Source:
“imminent threat (sic),” citing
https://gilad.online/writings/2020/1/15/
currently under investigation by
other reasons, then changing the
the-labour-partly
the International Criminal Court
narrative.
(ICC By Gilad Atzmon
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/w
Soleimani may have been killed
orld/middle-east/israel-war-crimeon January 3 because of his
palestine-icc-hague-netaynahu-idfHistorically, a popular coup
success in combatting the
investigation-a9255246.html) for
against an opposition party is
scourge of ISIS it appears the
rare. In the last General Election committing crimes against
Trump regime intends
humanity.
Corbyn’s Labour provided us
resurrecting in Iraq as a pretext with just such an exceptional
for continued occupation of the spectacle.
Yesterday I discussed the topic
country.
with the Great Richie Allen
Labour managed to alienate its (from about 20/24 min/sec) :
Nations on the US target list for voters. Its leader turned his back
regime change wage peace, not on its strongest allies including,
https://youtu.be/TPEdSpqJrzg
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Leadership contender Emily
Thornberry is apparently on her
“hands and knees…asking for
forgiveness.” And she is not the
only one. The Zionist Times of
Israel’s headlines yesterday
revealed that the top candidates
for Labour leadership have all
vowed to lead the fight against
anti-Semitism. “Keir Starmer
backs automatic expulsion for
offenders; Rebecca LongBailey: Corbyn bears personal
responsibility for crisis; Jess
Phillips suspends aide over antiSemitic tweets.”

demanded each of Labour’s
candidates for leader and
deputy leader sign up to its 10
‘pledges’ in order to ‘begin
healing its relationship with the
Jewish community’…”

kosher certificate for its “anti
racism education program.” I
thought to myself that if the
Jewish Labour Movement is so
good in ‘anti racism
education,’ maybe, and before
anything else, it should
contribute towards the
cleansing of racism in Israel.
The fact that a Jewish
organisation such as the BOD is
so bold as to publish such
ludicrous demands from a
British national party is no
surprise. The bizarre
development here is that
Labour’s leadership candidates
are engaged in an undignified
battle to gain the BOD’s support.

On BBC Radio, front runner
Keir Starmer said, “We should
have done more on antiSemitism.” I wonder, what did
Starmer mean by that? What
is the next step after thought
policing and spying on party
members? Re-education
centres? Indoctrination
facilities? Hypnosis or maybe
physiological treatment or
perhaps lobotomy for those
who dare to tell the truth
about Israel and its Lobby?

Predictably, the demands made
by the BOD do not accord with
Western and Christian values of
pluralism and tolerance. The
BOD demands that contenders
‘pledge’ to “prevent readmittance of prominent
offenders.” One may wonder
what about forgiveness and
compassion, are those
fundamental Western values
Meanwhile, the Mail on Sunday foreign to our Labour leadership
reported that leadership
candidates?
contender, Jess Phillips, had on
Friday suspended an aide who The BOD insists that leadership
equated the Jewish State with
contenders pledge to “provide
the Islamic one.
no platform for those who have
been suspended or expelled for
Two days ago we learned that
antisemitism.” What about
Zionist pressure on the Labour freedom of speech and free
party isn’t fading away. The
debate? Are those also alien to
Board of Deputies of British
Labour’s future leaders?
Jews (BOD) published its
demands of the candidates for The new Labour leader is
Labour’s leadership. The ultra expected to support the bizarre
Zionist Jewish Chronicle wrote idea that the Zionist Jewish
“The Board of Deputies has
Labour Movement will grant the
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I am not critical of the Jewish
Lobby and its orbit of Zionist
pressure groups. Those bodies
clearly accomplished their
mission. But it is astonishing
how dysfunctional the Labour
party and its leadership are. The
party can’t even draw the most
elementary lesson from its recent
electoral disaster.
Those who follow my work
know that I have predicted the
unfortunate downfall of Labour
and the demise of the Left in
general. The Left, as I have been
arguing for a while, has failed to
reinstate its relevance and
authenticity. It is unfortunately
dead in the water
(https://gilad.online/writings/2019/2/2
8/why-the-left-is-dead-in-the-water).

